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Various API authentication methods and API defense policies are provided to protect your APIs,

avoiding data loss and asset loss caused by malicious access, unauthorized access, application

vulnerability and hacker attacks. 

secret_id + secret_key Authentication supported for API Gateway.

Verification and Security
Overview
Last updated：2019-11-29 18:00:28

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/628/11819
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secret_id and secret_key can be used to authenticate and manage APIs. secret_id and secret_key come

in pairs. Here they are called secret_id/secret_key pair. 

secret_id/secret_key pair needs to be created first before the authentication. When publishing a

service, you can select to use secret_id + secret_key for authentication, and then select the created

secret_id/secret_key pair at the specific place. 

A secret_id/secret_key pair can be used for several published services, and a published service can

also use several secret_id/secret_key pairs.

The authentication using secret_id + secret_key can be done as follows:

Key Content

secret_id example: AKIDCgOPWjQ6BAxvHtyckhWABJVYSBj548pN, indicating which key is in use and involving

in signature computing, visible in transmission.

secret_key example: ZxF2whO0RhuwnVCj5JMMAuqcDcN2oPrC, used for signature computing, invisible in

transmission.

Computing Method

Content to be delivered at last

The HTTP request delivered at last contains at least two headers: Date/X-Date and Authorization. More

headers in a request are also workable.

The value of Date Header is the time constructed by HTTP request in GMT, for example: Fri, 09 Oct

2015 00:00:00 GMT.

The value of X-Date header is the time constructed by HTTP request in GMT, for example: Mon, 19 Mar

2018 12:08:40 GMT. The value for timeout is 15 minutes.

The authorization header is like  Authorization: hmac id="secret_id", algorithm="hmac-sha1",

headers="date source", signature="Base64(HMAC-SHA1(signing_str, secret_key))" .

The various parts of Authorization are explained as follows:

hmac: A fixed part used to indicate the computing method. 

ID: The value of secret_id in the key. 

"secret_id + secret_key" Authentication
Last updated：2018-09-27 16:34:07
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algorithm: The encryption algorithm. hmac-sha1 is supported now. 

headers: Refer to headers that involve in signature computing, sorting by the order of actual

calculation. 

signature: The signature after computing.

Signature computing method

A signature has 2 parts and is calculated by the specified encryption algorithm. Take hmac-sha1

algorithm as an example:

Signature content

First generate the signature content, which consists of custom headers. It is recommended to include

date at least in the header. But you can also include more headers.

Headers are converted according to the following requirements and then sorted in sequence:

The header name is converted to lowercase and followed by ASCII characters and ASCII space

characters.

Attach the value of the header.

If it is not the last header that needs to construct a signature, attach ASCII new-line character

 \n .

For example, there are two headers involved in constructing signature content:

Date:Fri, 09 Oct 2015 00:00:00 GMT 
Source:AndriodApp 

The generated signature content is as follows:

date: Fri, 09 Oct 2015 00:00:00 GMT 
source: AndriodApp 

Computing signature

Base64(HMAC-SHA1(signing_str, secret_key)) algorithm is used to compute the signature content

generated in the previous step to generate a signature, that is:

Using the signature content as input information, secret_key content as the key, compute through

HMAC-SHA1 algorithm to get the encrypted signature content.

Convert the calculated encrypted signature content to deliverable signature content using Base64.

Using signature
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As shown in Content to be delivered at last, at "signature" in the Authorization header, enter the

signature computed in the last step.

Notes

header matching

The "headers" in Authorization are the ones that involve in signature computing. It is recommended to

convert the headers to the lowercase and separate by ASCII space.

Signature content generation

Please note the colon and space following the header while organizing the content. If either is lost,

it may cause the authentication to fail.

Signature for common languages demo>>

https://github.com/apigateway-demo
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You can decide whether to select "No Authentication" when creating your API. If it is selected, the

API gateway will pass the authentication and the bound usage plan will also take effect when

receiving an anonymous request. If the key in the usage plan is used for signature authentication,

the traffic limit in the usage plan will take effect; If anonymous users access, the maximum traffic

limit of each API for Tencent Cloud will take effect.

Authentication Exempt
Last updated：2018-09-27 15:17:28
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CAM Introduction

Notes: API Gateway will be integrated with CAM on the evening of September 20th-21st. To avoid

affecting existing customers, we will grant all API Gateway users’ accounts and sub-accounts

QcloudAPIGWFullAccess permission before September 20th. This means that your sub-accounts and cross-

accounts will have full management permissions to the existing services and APIs of API Gateway. This

authorization does not affect other products. For granular management of the account's permission

policy, you can refer to the following samples and modify them for your use.

Basic concepts

The root account authorizes sub-accounts by binding policies. The policy setting can be accurate to

"API, Resource, User/User Group, Allow/Deny, Condition".

Account

Root account: As the fundamental owner of Tencent Cloud resources, root account acts as the basis for

resource usage fee calculation and billing, and can be used to log in to Tencent Cloud services. 

Sub-account: An account created by the root account, which has a specific ID and identity credential

that can be used to log in to Tencent Cloud console. A root account can create multiple sub-accounts

(users). A sub-account does not own any resources by default, and must be authorized by its root

account. 

Identity credential: Includes login credential and access certificate. Login credential refers to a

user’s login name and password, while access certificate refers to the Cloud API key (SecretID and

SecretKey).

Resources and permission

Resource: Resources are objects that the cloud services operate on, such as the CVM instance, COS

bucket and VPC instance.

Permission*: Permission is an authorization to allow or forbid users to perform certain operations.

By default, root account has full access to all resources under the account, while sub-accounts do

not have access to any resources under its root account.

Policy*: Policy is the syntax rule used to define and describe one or more permissions. Root

account performs authorization by associating policies with users/user groups.

Related Documents

CAM Policy
Last updated：2019-08-21 15:05:56
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Content Link

Relationship between policy and user Policy Management

Basic structure of policy Policy Syntax

More products that support CAM CAM-enabled Cloud Services

Click to learn more about CAM

API Gateway Resources

- qcs::APIgateway:_`region`_:uin/_`uin—id`_:service/_`serviceid`_ 
- qcs::APIgateway:_`region`_:uin/_`uin—id`_:service/_`serviceid`_/API/_`apiid`_ 
- qcs::APIgateway:_`region`_:uin/_`uin—id`_:usagePlan/_`usagePlanid`_ 
- qcs::APIgateway:_`region`_:uin/_`uin—id`_:secret/_`secretid`_ 
- qcs::APIgateway:_`region`_:uin/_`uin—id`_:IPStrategy/_`IPStrategyId`_ 
- qcs::APIgateway:_`region`_:uin/_`uin—id`_:logRule/_`logRuleId`_

All creation APIs are at account level, while other APIs are at resource level.

CAM Policy Examples

Full read-write policy for any API Gateway resources

The following policy statement gives the sub-user permission to fully manage (creating, managing,

etc.) any API services.

{ 
"version": "2.0", 
"statement": [ 
{ 
"action": [ 
"apigw:*" 
], 
"resource": "*", 
"effect": "allow" 
} 
] 
}

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10603
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10603
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10588
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598
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You can also configure the system's full read-write policy to support this permission. 

Full management policy for single API Gateway service

The following policy statement gives the sub-user permission to fully manage (creating, managing,

etc.) a specified API service:

{ 
"version": "2.0", 
"statement": [ 
{ 
"action": [ 
"apigw:*" 
], 
"resource":"qcs::apigw:ap-guangzhou:uin/{ownerUin}:service/service-id/API/api-id", 
"effect": "allow" 
} 
] 
}

Read-only policy for single API Gateway service

1. Create a policy with policy generator, and grant the permissions to list information for all

resources and product monitoring. The following policy statement will grant read-only permission to

all resources of the account.

{ 
"version": "2.0", 
"statement": [ 
{ 

https://console.cloud.tencent.com/cam/policy/createV2
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"action": [ 
"apigw:Describe*", 
"apigw:GenerateApiDocument" 
], 
"resource": "*", 
"effect": "allow" 
} 
] 
}

2. Grant read-only permission to a single API.

{ 
"version": "2.0", 
"statement": [ 
{ 
"action": [ 
"ckafka:Get*", 
"ckafka:List*" 
], 
"resource": "qcs::apigw:ap-guangzhou:uin/{ownerUin}:service/service-id/API/api-id", 
"effect": "allow" 
} 
] 
}


